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We do not know with certainty. Probably BerchtolcTs use
of the German lever had something to do with it. Several
months later, when some recriminations were passing pri-
vately between Austrian and German officials concerning
responsibility for the war, Tisza wrote to Tschirschky:
"Before beginning our action against Serbia we went to
Germany for advice; and upon the direct encouragement
and declaration of the German Government that it regarded
the present situation as favorable for the ever more threat-
ening settlement [with Serbia], we presented our Note in
Belgrade." 77 This, as we have seen, was what Berchtold
had been continually urging upon Tisza as Germany's atti-
tude and as an argument for seizing the present moment for
the final reckoning with Serbia.
But a stronger influence which made Tisza change his
mind, with a heavy heart, was the growing conviction that
unless Austria acted now she would be throttled by her
enemies later. As he wrote to his niece a month afterwards:
"My conscience is clear. Already the noose had been
thrown around our necks with which they would have
strangled us at a favorable moment, unless we cut it now.
We could not do otherwise, but it agonized me that we had
to do as we did." 7S This conviction arose from the evi-
dence collected at Sarajevo and especially from what Tisza
regarded as the "downright intolerable" utterances of cer-
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